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edge research and design. The handbook avoids extensively detailed theory and instead concentrates on
professional applications, with numerous examples provided throughout. The set includes more than 2500
illustrations and hundreds of references. Available as a comprehensive five-volume set, each of the subjectspecific volumes can also be purchased separately.
Basic Concepts of Electrical Engineering - Kuldeep Sahay 2006
This Book Presents A Practical-Oriented, Sound, Modularized Coverage Of Fundamental Topics Of Basic
Electrical Engineering, Network Analysis & Network Theorems, Electromagnetism & Magnetic Circuit,
Alternating Current & Voltages, Electrical Measurement & Measuring Instrument And Electric
Machines.Salient Features:# Clarification Of Basic Concepts# Several Solved Examples With Detailed
Explanation# At The End Of Chapters, There Are Descriptive And Numerical Unsolved Problems# Written
In Very Simple Language And Suitable For Self-Study# Step-By-Step Procedures Given For Solving
Numerical
Principles of Electric Machines and Power Electronics - Paresh Chandra Sen 2021-02-25

Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering - Leonard S. Bobrow 1996
Divided into four parts: circuits, electronics, digital systems, and electromagnetics, this text provides an
understanding of the fundamental principles on which modern electrical engineering is based. It is suitable
for a variety of electrical engineering courses, and can also be used as a text for an introduction to
electrical engineering.
Basic Electrical Engineering - P.S. Dhogal & D.S.Dhogal 2004-01-01
Basic Electrical Engineering - Dr. Ramana Pilla, Dr. M Surya Kalavathi & Dr. G T Chandra Sekhar
This book is designed based on revised syllabus of JNTU, Hyderabad (AICTE model curriculum) for undergraduate (B.Tech/BE) students of all branches, those who study Basic Electrical Engineering as one of the
subject in their curriculum. The primary goal of this book is to establish a firm understanding of the basic
laws of Electric Circuits, Network Theorems, Resonance, Three-phase circuits, Transformers, Electrical
Machines and Electrical Installation.
Projects in Electrical, Electronics, Instrumentation and Computer Engineering @ ** - Bhattacharya
S.K. & ChatterjI S.
Electrical Engineering Projects| Electronics Engineering Projects| Other Engineering Projects
Basic Electronics Engineering - Satya Sai Srikant 2020-04-27
This book is primarily designed to serve as a textbook for undergraduate students of electrical, electronics,
and computer engineering, but can also be used for primer courses across other disciplines of engineering
and related sciences. The book covers all the basic aspects of electronics engineering, from electronic
materials to devices, and then to basic electronic circuits. The book can be used for freshman (first year)
and sophomore (second year) courses in undergraduate engineering. It can also be used as a supplement or
primer for more advanced courses in electronic circuit design. The book uses a simple narrative style, thus
simplifying both classroom use and self study. Numerical values of dimensions of the devices, as well as of
data in figures and graphs have been provided to give a real world feel to the device parameters. It includes
a large number of numerical problems and solved examples, to enable students to practice. A laboratory
manual is included as a supplement with the textbook material for practicals related to the coursework. The
contents of this book will be useful also for students and enthusiasts interested in learning about basic
electronics without the benefit of formal coursework.
The Circuits and Filters Handbook, Third Edition (Five Volume Slipcase Set) - Wai-Kai Chen 2009-06-25
Standard-setting, groundbreaking, authoritative, comprehensive—these often overused words perfectly
describe The Circuits and Filters Handbook, Third Edition. This standard-setting resource has documented
the momentous changes that have occurred in the field of electrical engineering, providing the most
comprehensive coverage available. More than 150 contributing experts offer in-depth insights and
enlightened perspectives into standard practices and effective techniques that will make this set the
first—and most likely the only—tool you select to help you with problem solving. In its third edition, this
groundbreaking bestseller surveys accomplishments in the field, providing researchers and designers with
the comprehensive detail they need to optimize research and design. All five volumes include valuable
information on the emerging fields of circuits and filters, both analog and digital. Coverage includes key
mathematical formulas, concepts, definitions, and derivatives that must be mastered to perform cutting-

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING MATERIALS - G. K. BANERJEE 2014-11-14
The book has been written in a lucid and systematic manner with necessary mathematical derivations,
illustrations, examples and practise exercises providing detailed description of the materials used in
electrical and electronics engineering and their applications. Beginning with the atomic structure of the
materials, the book deals with the behaviour of dielectrics and their properties under the influence of DC
and AC fields. It covers the magnetic properties of materials including soft and hard magnetic materials
and their applications. The text discusses fabrication techniques and the basic physics involved in the
operation of the semiconductors, junction transistors and rectifiers. It includes detailed description of
optical properties of the materials (optical materials), photovoltaic materials and the materials used in
lasers and optical fibres. It also incorporates the latest information on the materials used for the direct
energy conversion and fuel cell technologies. This book is primarily intended for undergraduate students of
electrical engineering and electrical and electronics engineering. Key features • Contains sufficient
numbers of solved numerical examples. • Includes a set of review questions and a list of references at the
end of each chapter. • Provides a set of numerical problems in some of the chapters, wherever required. •
Contains more than 150 diagrammatic illustrations for easy understanding of the concepts.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering-II: For WBUT - Bhattacharya
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering-II: For WBUT is a student-friendly, practical and exampledriven book that gives students a solid foundation in the basics of electrical and electronics engineering.
The contents have been tailored to exactly correspond with the requirements of the core course, Basic
Electrical and Electronics Engineering-II, offered to the students of West Bengal University of Technology
in their first year. A rich collection of solved examples and chapters mapped to the university syllabus make
this book indispensable for students.
Electrical Machines - S. K. Sahdev 2017-11-24
Offers key concepts of electrical machines embedded with solved examples, review questions, illustrations
and open book questions.
Experiments In Basic Electrical Engineering - S.K. Bhattacharya 2007
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It Has Often Been Experienced That Students Are Required To Perform Experiments On Certain Topic
Before The Relevant Theory Has Been Taught In The Class. A Laboratory Manual Which, In Addition To A
Set Of Instructions For Performing Experiments, Includes Related Theory In Brief Could Help Students
Understand Experiments Better.In Response Of Demand From A Large Number Of States For An
Appropriate Aboratory Manual In Basic Electricity And Electrical Measurements, The T.T.T.I., Chandigarh,
Has Prepared This Manual Which Has Been Tried Out In Various Polytechnics And Improved Based On The
Feedback. The Basic Objective Of The Manual Is To Encourage Students To Perform Experiments
Independently And Purposefully. The Manual Organises The Information To Enable The Students To Verify
Known Concepts And Principles And To Follow Certain Procedures And Practices And Thereby Acquire
Relevant Skills.Detailed Instructions For Carrying Out Each Experiment Alongwith Relevant Theory In Brief
Have Been Given. The Objectives For Performing An Experiment Have Been Included At The Beginning Of
Each Experiment. A List Of Questions Given At The End Of Each Experiment Will Help Students Evaluate
His Own Understanding.The Manual Also Includes Guidelines For Students And Teachers For Its Effective
Use. An Assessment Proforma Given At The Beginning Of The Manual May Be Used By The Teachers In
Evaluating The Students.
A Textbook of Electrical Technology - BL Theraja 2008
For Mechnaical Engginering Students of Indian Universities.It is also available in 4 Individual Parts
Introduction to Electrical Engineering - M. S. Naidu 1995-10
Presents an exposition of the basic facets of electrical and electronics engineering. Begining with a general
introduction to the basic concepts in electrical engineering, this book goes on to explain electrostatic fields
and batteries. It explains the basic concepts and techniques in circuit analysis.
Electrical Engineering - Allan R. Hambley 2005
CD-ROMs contains: 2 CDs, "one contains the Student Edition of LabView 7 Express, and the other contains
OrCAD Lite 9.2."
Basic Electrical Engineering - Mehta V.K. & Mehta Rohit 2008
For close to 30 years, Basic Electrical Engineering has been the go-to text for students of Electrical
Engineering. Emphasis on concepts and clear mathematical derivations, simple language coupled with
systematic development of the subject aided by illustrations makes this text a fundamental read on the
subject. Divided into 17 chapters, the book covers all the major topics such as DC Circuits, Units of Work,
Power and Energy, Magnetic Circuits, fundamentals of AC Circuits and Electrical Instruments and
Electrical Measurements in a straightforward manner for students to understand.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering: - S.K. Bhattacharya
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering provides an overview of the basics of electrical and electronic
engineering that are required at the undergraduate level. The book allows students outside electrical and
electronics engineering to easily
Basics of Electrical Drives - S. K. Pillai 2014-01-01
Discusses fundamentals of electrical drives, this book describes in detail dynamics of electrical drives;
characteristics of dc and ac motors while starting, running and braking; and, determination of rating and
heating of motors.
Principles of Electronics - Colin David Simpson 1996
One of the most comprehensive, clearly written books on electronic technology, Simpon's invaluable guide
offers a concise and practical overview of the basic principles, theorems, circuit behavior and problemsolving procedures of this intriguing and fast-paced science. Examines a broad spectrum of topics, such as
atomic structure, Kirchhoff's laws, energy, power, introductory circuit analysis techniques, Thevenin's
theorem, the maximum power transfer theorem, electric circuit analysis, magnetism, resonance
semiconductor diodes, electron current flow, and much more. Smoothly integrates the flow of material in a
nonmathematical format without sacrificing depth of coverage or accuracy to help readers grasp more
complex concepts and gain a more thorough understanding of the principles of electronics. Includes many
practical applications, problems and examples emphasizing troubleshooting, design, and safety to provide a
solid foundation in the field of electronics. An ideal reference source for electronic engineering technicians
and those involved in the electronic technology field.

Basic System Analysis - S K Pandey 2011
The book "Basic System Analysis | is written especially for the students of III semester of Electrical &
Electronics Engineering (EN) of all Engineering Colleges of Maha Maya Technical Univerity, Noida and
Gautam Buddha Technical University, Lucknow. It also meets the needs of those readers who want to gain
sound understanding of Basic System Analysis.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering - S. K. Bhattacharya 2017
Trees of Delhi - Pradip Krishen 2006
Electrical Engineering Drawing - Dr S K Bhattacharya 2007
Electrical Drawing Is An Important Engineering Subject Taught To Electrical/Electronics Engineering
Students Both At Degree And Diploma Level Institutions. The Course Content Generally Covers Assembly
And Working Drawings Of Electrical Machines And Machine Parts, Drawing Of Electrical Circuits,
Instruments And Components. The Contents Of This Book Have Been Prepared By Consulting The Syllabus
Of Various State Boards Of Technical Education As Also Of Different Engineering Colleges. This Book Has
Nine Chapters. Chapter I Provides Latest Informations About Drawing Sheets, Lettering, Dimensioning,
Method Of Projections, Sectional Views Including Assembly And Working Drawings Of Simple Electrical
And Mechanical Items With Plenty Of Solved Examples.The Second Chapter Deals With Drawing Of
Commonly Used Electrical Instruments, Their Method Of Connection And Of Instrument Parts. Chapter Iii
Deals With Mechanical Drawings Of Electrical Machines And Machine Parts. The Details Include Drawings
Of D.C. Machines, Induction Machines, Synchronous Machines, Fractional Kw Motors And Transformers.
Chapter Iv Includes Panel Board Wiring Diagrams. The Fifth Chapter Is Devoted To Winding Diagrams Of
D.C. And A.C. Machines. Chapter Vi And Vii Include Drawings Of Transmission And Distribution Line
Accessories, Supports, Etc. As Also Plant And Substation Layout Diagrams.Miscellaneous Drawing Like
Drawings Of Earth Electrodes, Circuit Breakers, Lighting Arresters, Etc. Have Been Dealt With In Chapter
Viii. Graded Exercises With Feedback On Reading And Interpreting Engineering Drawings Covering The
Entire Course Content Have Been Included In Ix Providing Ample Opportunities To The Learner To Practice
On Such Graded Exercises And Receive Feedback. Chapter X Includes Drawings Of Electronic Circuits And
Components. This Book, Unlike Some Of The Available Books In The Market, Contains A Large Number Of
Solved Examples Which Would Help Students Understand The Subject Better. Explanations Are Very
Simple And Easy To Understand.Reference To Norms And Standards Have Been Made At Appropriate
Places. Students Will Find This Book Useful Not Only For Passing Examinations But Even More In Reading
And Interpreting Engineering Drawings During Their Professional Career.
Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering - B. R. Patil 2012
Basic Electrical Engineering and Electronic - D. K. Sharma 1994
Electrical Measurement and Control (WBSCTE) - S.K. Bhattacharya & S. Bhattacharya
This book has been written with total focus on meeting the objectives of the subject 'Electrical
Measurement and Control' as given by the syllabus of WBSCTE. The text has been written so as to create
interest in the minds of students in learning further. After reading this book the student will be able to: •
Identify the sub-systems of a complete instrumentation system and explain the function of each • Select the
correct transducer for receiving the measurement system input • Explain the basic signal conditioning
processes, data transmission techniques, data storage and display devices • Understand the working of
control devices used in motor controls and process controls • Represent a control system in a simplified
block diagram form using transfer function • Determine the stability conditions of a system using stability
study criteria and explain the use of different types of controllers
Basic Electrical Power and Machines - D.A. Bradley 1994-03-31
The book covers in a clear and concise manner all aspects of electrical machines. The text is introductory in
nature and the emphasis is on machines as part of systems rather than the detail of the machines
themselves. Much attention is paid to the applications of the machines.
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Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering-I (For ASTU Assam) - Bandyopadhyay, Jyoti Prasad
Books in this series have been specially designed to meet the requirements of a large spectrum of
engineering students of ASTU-those who find learning concepts difficult and want to study through solved
examples, and those who wish to study the traditional way. A large number of solved examples are the
backbone of this series and are aimed at instilling confidence in the students to take on the
examinations.Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering-I has been specially designed to serve as a
textbook for an introductory course on basic electrical and electronics engineering. It meets the
requirements of a large spectrum of 1st semester undergraduate students of all branches of engineering.
The book has been developed with an eye on the interpretation of concepts and application of theories. The
language has been kept very simple so that students are able to assimilate the subject matter with ease. A
large number of solved examples have also been provided for self-assessment.Key Features• Complete
coverage of all the modules of the syllabi of ASTU and also useful for GATE and other graduate level
exams• Comprehensive and lucid presentation of the basic concepts• Over 200 worked-out examples
including conceptual guidelines• Over 380 multiple choice questions with answers• A large number of
short questions and answers
Digital Electronics - Anil K. Maini 2007-09-27
The fundamentals and implementation of digital electronics are essential to understanding the design and
working of consumer/industrial electronics, communications, embedded systems, computers, security and
military equipment. Devices used in applications such as these are constantly decreasing in size and
employing more complex technology. It is therefore essential for engineers and students to understand the
fundamentals, implementation and application principles of digital electronics, devices and integrated
circuits. This is so that they can use the most appropriate and effective technique to suit their technical
need. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of digital electronics, bringing together
information on fundamental theory, operational aspects and potential applications. With worked problems,
examples, and review questions for each chapter, Digital Electronics includes: information on number
systems, binary codes, digital arithmetic, logic gates and families, and Boolean algebra; an in-depth look at
multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for arithmetic operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and
registers, and data conversion circuits; up-to-date coverage of recent application fields, such as
programmable logic devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital troubleshooting and digital
instrumentation. A comprehensive, must-read book on digital electronics for senior undergraduate and
graduate students of electrical, electronics and computer engineering, and a valuable reference book for
professionals and researchers.
FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING - SMARAJIT GHOSH 2007-09-13
This second edition, extensively revised and updated, continues to offer sound, practically-oriented,
modularized coverage of the full spectrum of fundamental topics in each of the several major areas of
electrical and electronics engineering. Circuit Theory Electrical Measurements and Measuring Instruments
Electric Machines Electric Power Systems Control Systems Signals and Systems Analog and Digital
Electronicsincluding introduction to microcomputers The book conforms to the syllabi of Basic Electrical
and Electronic Sciences prescribed for the first-year engineering students. It is also an ideal text for
students pursuing diploma programmes in Electrical Engineering. Written in a straightforward style with a
strong emphasis on primary principles, the main objective of the book is to bring an understanding of the
subject within the reach of all engineering students. What is New to This Edition : Fundamentals of Control
Systems (Chapter 24) Fundamentals of Signals and Systems (Chapter 25) Introduction to Microcomputers
(Chapter 32) Substantial revisions to chapters on Transformer, Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, and
Field Effect Transistors Laplace Transform (Appendix B) Applications of Laplace Transform (Appendix C)
PSpice (Appendix E) key Features : Numerous solved examples for sound conceptual understanding End-ofchapter review questions and numerical problems for rigorous practice by students Answers to all end-ofchapter numerical problems An objective type Questions Bank with answers to hone the technical skills of
students for viva voce and preparation for competitive examinations.
Electrical Machines 2E - Bhattacharya 1998-05

Basic Electrical and Electronics Engineering 2 - S.K.Bhattacharya
Basic Electrical Engineering - Sahdev SK 2015
Attuned to the needs of undergraduate students of engineering in their first year, Basic Electrical
Engineering enables them to build a strong foundation in the subject. A large number of real-world
examples illustrate the applications of complex theories. The book comprehensively covers all the areas
taught in a one-semester course and serves as an ideal study material on the subject.
Applications and Techniques for Experimental Stress Analysis - Karuppasamy, Karthik Selva Kumar
2019-12-27
The design of mechanical components for various engineering applications requires the understanding of
stress distribution in the materials. The need of determining the nature of stress distribution on the
components can be achieved with experimental techniques. Applications and Techniques for Experimental
Stress Analysis is a timely research publication that examines how experimental stress analysis supports
the development and validation of analytical and numerical models, the progress of phenomenological
concepts, the measurement and control of system parameters under working conditions, and identification
of sources of failure or malfunction. Highlighting a range of topics such as deformation, strain
measurement, and element analysis, this book is essential for mechanical engineers, civil engineers,
designers, aerospace engineers, researchers, industry professionals, academicians, and students.
An Integrated Course In Electrical Engineering (3rd Edition) - J.B. Gupta 2009
Basic Electricity & Practical Wiring - Harry J. Hoerner 2007
This manual covers circuits, measuring electric power and costs, switching, grounding for safety, wire and
current protection, transmission and distribution of electricity, and the service entrance. Considerable
emphasis on safety including the use of the GFCI. Each unit includes practical wiring exercises explaining
the topics covered along with the proper use of electrical tools.
A Textbook of Electrical Technology - Volume II - BL Theraja 2005
A multicolor edition of Vol.II of A Textbook of Electrical Technology to keep pace with the ever-increasing
scope of essential and morden technical information,the syllabi are frequently revised.This often result into
compressing established facts to accommodate recent information in the syllabi.Fields of power-electronics
and industrial power-conditioners have grown considerably resulting into changed priority of topics related
to electrical machines.Switched reluctance-motors tend to threaten the most popular squirrel-cage
induction motors due to their increased ruggedness,better performance including controllability and equal
ease with which they suit rotary as well as linear-motion-applications.
Fundamentals of Electrical and Electronics Engineering | AICTE Prescribed Textbook - English - Susan S.
Mathew 2021-11-01
Fundamentals of Electrical & Electronics Engineering” is a compulsory paper for the first year Diploma
course in Engineering & Technology Syllabus of this book is strictly aligned as per model curriculum of
AICTE, and academic content is amalgamated with the concept of outcome based education. Books covers
six topics- Overview of Electronics Components and Signals. Overview of Analog Circuits. Overview of
Digital Electronics, Electric and magnetic Circuits, A.C. Circuits and Transformer and Machines. Each topic
is written is easy and lucid manner. A set of exercises at the end of each units to test the student’s
comprehension is provided. Some salient features of the book: l Content of the book aligned with the
mapping of Course Outcomes, Programs Outcomes and Unit Outcomes. l The practical applications of the
topics are discussed along with micro projects and activities for generating further curiosity as well as
improving problem solving capacity. l Book provides lots of vital facts, concepts, principles and other
interesting information. l QR Codes of video resources and websites to enhance use of ICT for relevant
supportive knowledge have been provided. l Student and teacher centric course materials included in book
in balanced manner. l Figures, tables, equations and comparative charts are inserted to improve clarity of
the topics. l Objective questions and subjective questions are given for practices of students at the end of
each unit. Solved and unsolved problems including numerical examples are solved with systematic steps
Engineering Mathematics-I (For Wbut) - Ram Babu 2010-09
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This book has been revised thoroughly. A large number of practical problems have been added to make the
book more useful to the students. Also included, multiple-choice questions at the end of each chapter.

Principle of Electrical Engineering and Electronics - Mehta V.K. & Mehta Rohit 2014
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